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Implementing a

deep energy retroﬁt
The road to eco-excellence is paved with energy conscious decisions that lead to the highest
ef�iciencies possible. That’s why the University of Ottawa is cruising on the fast lane with its
Morisset Library retro�it that has raised the bar in terms of ef�iciency.

“We look at the older buildings
on campus and essentially
modify and re-engineer the
system so they run more eﬃciently. Thanks to advancements in HVAC techologies and
lots of experience operating
our buildings, we can achieve
energy reductions that we once
never dreamed possible.”
- Jonathan Rausseo, Campus Sustainability
Manager, University of Ottawa
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Introduction of a low
temperature heating
system
70% reduction in
operating costs and
$450,000 in savings
per year
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INTRODUCTION
Named after the director of the University’s libraries,
Father Auguste Morisset, the Morisset Library is a 20,000
m2 structure that houses the University of Ottawa’s main
campus library[2]. The library was built in 1972 at a cost of
$7 million, and was designed to hold 800,000 books,
serving over 2,000 users at a time[2].
Today, Morisset Library also houses a map library, the
Multimedia Distribution Service, le Centre de recherche en
civilisation canadienne-française (CRCCF), Ottawa’s
campus and community radio CHUO-FM and laboratories
and studios operated by the Department of
Communications[2].
The University of Ottawa’s long-standing commitment to
combat climate change and mitigate greenhouse gas emissions has cemented its place as a leader among universities
across Canada. The University is targeting the reduction of
direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 34% from 2005
levels by the year 2020. This means emitting no more than
13,000 tonnes of GHG per year in 2020.

The project focused on re-engineering
the entire Heating, Ventilation, and
Air Conditioning (HVAC) system which
included the installation of two heat
pumps and six thermal wheels to
recover waste energy more eﬃciently.
Moreover, the air handling units were recon�igured with
static pressure reset based on zone conditions to prevent
increased fan, heating and cooling energy consumption[4].
The project also facilitated the elimination of high pressure
steam used for heating by adding heat recovery chillers
and insulated pipes with higher R-value to allow the
heating system to run low temperature water at 40°C[4]. Old
lighting �ixtures were also replaced with high ef�iciency
�ixtures which would also drive down operating costs.

The main campus library was a perfect opportunity to cut
down on energy expenditure since it consumes a lot of
energy to keep air circulating for the thousands of students
that visit everyday, while maintaining optimal humidity so
that the books are preserved for a long period.

PROJECT DETAILS
Since building codes have changed over time, the Morisset
Library would have been subject to very low ef�iciency
requirements by present-day standards at the time of
construction. Conventional retro�its for these types of
buildings only scratch the surface when it comes to the
total possible energy savings.
In this case, a deep energy retro�it, which combines energy
ef�iciency measures such as ef�icient equipment, controlled
ventilation, and insulation was implemented so that
dramatic energy savings are achieved alongside optimal
building performance. This was done through the EcoProsperity program which was responsible for over $3 million
in energy savings since its introduction[5]. The total cost to
implement the project was $2,030,000 with a payback
period of 2.75 years[6].
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RESULTS
Energy results: The project was successful in cutting
down electricity consumption by 33% and heating by
106%, saving over 25,000 GJ in the process[4]. This amounts
to savings of $450,000 or 70% of the building’s annual
energy bills[6].
GHG reduction: The project prevents approximately 1,500
tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2e) from being
released into the atmosphere every year[6], which translates to 321 passenger vehicles taken off the road.
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CONCLUSIONS
& REFLECTIONS
As a socially responsible organization, the University of
Ottawa is taking concrete steps to protect the environment
and the Morisset Library retro�it is just one of many initiatives taking place on campus.
Energy ef�iciency is a large slice of the sustainability pie,
and the implementation of such successful programs that
demonstrate the potential for operational cost savings
inspires others to act responsibly towards the environment
and work for positive change in their communities.
As of 2015, the University has lowered its total GHG emissions by 23%[5], which keeps them on track in terms of their
2020 targets. Additionally, with the campus overproducing heat, the University is considering expanding its
district heating/cooling network beyond the con�ines of its
buildings into the neighbouring houses and buildings in
the Downtown area[4].

23%
As of 2015, the
University has
lowered its total
GHG emissions
by 23%

The University is
considering expanding
its district heating/
cooling network
beyond the conﬁnes
of its buildings

Through leadership on various projects and devotion to
achieving greater energy savings, the campus has taken
one step closer to becoming a national leader in sustainable development.
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